
IA05.01
Building Area: (sf)
1520 s.f.

Cost per Square Foot: 
$234

Construction Cost
$357,000

Date of Completion:
Spring 2021

Program Summary:
A wine bar and small plates restaurant in New Orleans’ central 
business district. Kitchen, dining, courtyard, and service areas make 
up this 1500 SF project

Program Statement:

This project packs a range of spatial experiences: courtyards,  
hideaways, and joyous large group area into a compact footprint. 
The design combines a distinctly contemporary approach with a  
heavy nod towards an “old world” sense of materiality and texture -
creating a space both fresh but also familiar and welcoming. 

The shaping of the public areas was guided by a desire to 
accommodate groups of various sizes while balancing the cozy and 
expansive spaces. A series of limewashed niches are carved into the 
wall of an intimate lounge area near the entry, while courtyard-facing 
4-tops and a large banquette orient the larger dining area toward the 
exterior spaces.

The primary seating areas are sculpted to capture and control the 
natural light available, with smaller curved intimate niches at a 
glancing angle to glazing, and the larger banquette-niche catching 
the ambient light head-on to reflect and illuminate the main dining 
area.



IA05.02
Entry 

The small wine bar has a range of 
spaces, these intimate alcoves line 
the entry experience and catch light 
from the street. 



IA05.03
Early Design Ideas

Working within an existing space, 
this design explored how surfaces 
and textures could hold and define 
that space.

The wine bar design includes dining 
areas, a bar, kitchen, and an outdoor 
courtyard. 



IA05.04
Program placement and entry

Early design work started with 
thinking through the different zones 
of the project, their adjacencies to 
outside, and the circulation in and 
through the space. 



IA05.05
Storefront to larger project

The wine bar is a commercial 
storefront of a larger hotel building 
on site (designed by others). Along 
the street is the entry utilizing a 
historic façade on site and a new  
courtyard wall. 



IA05.06
Early design work

A rage of design directions were 
explored at the beginning of 
schematic design, and the emerging 
scheme placed the bar and kitchen 
at the back of the space with soft 
and loud dining zones occupying 
different corners of the L-shaped 
space. 

Interior partitions were drawn curled 
out which created softer quieter 
alcove spaces. Material explorations 
in schematic phase included terra 
cotta screen systems and glazed 
wall tiles 



IA05.07
Plan

The plan of the space including 
courtyard, wine cellar, and back of 
house areas. 

An existing uneven wall running one 
length of the space is unified and 
calmed-down a bit by cladding in 
stone veneer, articulated as a 
thickened wall that houses support 
program; namely a climate-
controlled wine display and market 
shelving for pickled vegetables.  



IA05.08
Community Table and Bar

A view from the entry to the bar with 
a communal gather table in the 
foreground. 
Beyond are the wine cellar (left) and 
kitchen space (right)



IA05.09
Courtyard

View of the courtyard looking back 
into the wine bar interior. 



IA05.10
Courtyard

The courtyard is small and lush, with 
a wall of jasmine growing in. The 
courtyard draws light into the interior 
of the bar and extends the intimate 
feel of the interiors outside. 



IA05.11
Interior

Perspective from the communal 
dining table towards the more 
intimate seating spaces 



IA05.12
Under construction

Scalloped alcove walls during 
construction



IA05.13
Interior

These intimate alcoves line the entry 
experience and catch light from the 
street. The alcoves’ mood changes 
dramatically throughout the day as 
the daylight shifts and fades.
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